
 

Millers  
Sausages and Pies

Adventures of a Pie Man!
By Mike Caswell (Vanboy)



I’ve recorded some of the stories from my job as a van boy on The Millers 
Sausage and Pie Company vans. 

This company was bought out in the 1980s by one of those large 
businesses, and the product line and method of marketing simply 
disappeared. It was a terrible shame, because ‘we’ owned the South Coast, 
all other meat food businesses were left with scraps of business. We were 
in every pub, every restaurant and every shop. Millers vans were 
everywhere. 

Millers sales staff were well paid too. The company had everything right, 
even their inventory control was ahead of its time. For a van-boy, this was 
one of the best learning curves you could ever have on how to run a 
business, because running a Millers van was just like looking after a small 
business.

I loved it! I was free!
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Tea Tea Tea
My first day on the van at Millers started with a bike 
ride to the factory, where I was fitted out with a van-
boy coat, and escorted into the despatch 
department. It was a very busy place with many 
similarly clad teenage males bustling around, 
wheeling pallets of goods around and just so busy.     
I looked through the glass windows into the loading 
docks where several brightly painted vans were 
backed up with their doors open. More van-boys 
were busy inside the vans, moving items around 

and loading shelves. There was a smell 
around I was familiar with, pies, faggots, 
meat foods, and as the occasional van 
was slowly started, a sweet smell of 
unburnt diesel. Masses of white fumes 
belched from the exhaust pipes as the 
engines roared into life. 

The first few hours of any new job is 
bewildering, and I was bewildered. I had 
no idea what the day would bring, or 
even if I would survive it. I was, to say the 
least, nervous and I guess it showed.

“You’re on Round Three, with Bill Cox!”  
one of the despatch shouted across the 

room. His van is the one on the left. “Bill will be here in a minute, go and wait for him on the 
van!”

A few minutes later, a thin, small man appeared, in a tan Millers Salesman’s coat, and with a 
heavy overcoat over that. It was cold outside, the winter of 1963/4. The south of England had 
been hammered with a horrendous snow storm with the lowest temperatures in 200 years.

Bill looked the van over, satisfied everything was under control and announced we were leaving.
“I’ll pull the van out, then you can shut the back doors!” Shouted Bill as he started the engine 
and then pulled out into the yard. I jumped down from the loading dock and ran up to the back of 
the van and closed the doors, and stepped up into the van through the passenger side door.

I sat in the passenger seat and we roared off down the side lane, belching white smoke as the 
diesel engine was still warming up. At the end of Sterte Avenue, we turned left and went over 
the hump backed bridge just as a steam train was passing. There was smoke everywhere. Boy!  
This place was busy, not like anything I was used to in sleepy Calne where I was brought up.



Bill offered me a cigarette, and I was to soon learn when we had cigarette breaks and more 
importantly, TEA breaks! Round Three was famous for it’s tea stops. Bill was a great tea drinker, 
and had all this well planned. My life was to revolve around tea!

I had absolutely no idea what I was supposed to 
do, but so far, all I’d done for an hour was sit in my 
seat and shut two doors. I could cope with this!

We sped along the main road towards Dorchester, 
but our first stop was in Bere Regis. Bill parked 
the van by the high pavement, outside a grocery 
store, and asked me to walk over to the little 
corner store to get their order.  You can see the 
little door that opens right onto the street. It had 
one of those little tinkle bells on a spring that rang 
when the door was opened. 
I timidly entered the store and was greeted by a real nice middle aged couple, who asked me 
my name and briefly chatted about their new Miller Man.  They gave me a box with a slip of 
paper with their list of Miller’s products.

I thanked them and said Goodbye!  They laughed and said, “I hope you’re coming back with our 
order!” 

Oh! Dear, I’d screwed up already. I’m sure I blushed up like a beetroot.

I was shown how to put up an order, and how to write up an invoice, and so took the order of 
goodies back and collected the cash!  My first Millers sale - never to be forgotten!

Our next call was in Bovington Camp, the army tank base.  As we travelled through the 
countryside, it soon became evident how bad the Christmas winter storm had been. We couldn’t 
see the road, it was packed ice, about six inches to one foot thick. There were huge snow drifts 
everywhere, some were ten feet deep. It was bitterly cold, and Millers vans had no heaters. 
Good job we had overcoats and gloves. The sharp wind whistled through the gaps in the sliding 
doors.

We called on a grocery store in the village, and  Bill introduced me to the folks there. Then 
proceeded to take the order. He’d chant out from the list on his order book and they tell him 
what they needed.

“Pork Sausages?”       “Six!”
“Pork Chips?”         “Three!”
“Pork Skinless?” “Six!”
 And so on.
We went back to the van, placed a Millers cardboard box on the floor, and I proceeded to fill it, 
as Bill pointed to the various products in the shelves of the van.

He wrote out the invoice, and then we returned to the store, me carrying the goods. And that is 
how it went. I’d learned the routine - well almost.



Next call was the NAAFI Canteen. Two dozen pork pies, and eighteen Steak and Kidneys, 6lbs 
of beef catering sausages. An easy order to put together. 

As we returned to the canteen. The elderly manager and his jolly  wife placed two crusty rolls 
slathered with butter and slices of sharp cheddar cheese, into a paper bag and handed them to 
me. 

This was our first Tea Stop.   The tea was poured into large mugs and we sipped with hands 
clasped around the mug to soak in the heat. The cold had began to get to us both, so this ten 
minute stop in the warm canteen with hot tea was very welcome. We left, taking our crusty rolls 
with us to munch as we trudged through the snow to our next call.

On the way, we passed the spot where Lawrence of Arabia was killed on his motorbike. Clouds 
Hill. We were in Hardy Country! Wessex!
I was about to be educated in the local history and the amusing list of village names in these 
‘ere parts.  The Piddles and The Puddles!  Bill delighted in rattling off all of their names!

Next call was a pretty village named Affpuddle, where most of  the houses were thatched. The 
sub post office bought a small quantity of goods, off to Tolpuddle. as we approached Bill pointed 
out a row of cottages and explained their history of the Tolpuddle Martyrs, the first people to 
ever go on strike. They were farm laborers protesting all the new fangled machinery, and many 
got banished to Australia for ever.

After a quick smoke we were in Puddletown, 
outside the bakery. 
We delivered their rather large order and just 
as we were leaving, Bill pointed to two large 
wire trays each 
containing eight 
huge cottage loaves. 

They were still hot 
from the oven and 
smelled wonderful.

“Put them on the 
floor in the van 
please.” instructed Bill. 



We were delivering bread too? Yes, we were going just down the road to The Plume of 
Feathers.
Yes, you guessed it, another Tea stop. And a chat with the Publican who made the best 

Ploughman’s lunches with this fresh crusty bread!

Fortunately, there were outside toilets in the old 
stable yard, and the previous Tea stop was calling.

Next stop - Dorchester. We ditto or three corner 
stores, and then half way up the High Street, we 
called on this old fashioned High Class Grocer stores. 
They were Miller’s Fans and even had an illuminated 

sign in the window! It was a big 
order and it took a while. Next 
stop was a cafe at the top of 
The High St. 

Mr. Merritt ran The Top of The 
Town Cafe and Restaurant. He 
bough several dozen Steak & 
Kidney Pies and had one of 
those pie heaters on the 
counter.

“We never reheat!” was his motto, actually it was his excuse for charging one and six pence 
each instead of 1/3d for a steak and kidney pie.

Mr. Merritt was a dark haired man used lots of Brylcream and had a very thin mustache like 
Errol Flynn. He was very suave.  He poured out our tea and pointed to the sugar bowl as if to 
ask if I needed some. 

We did several more calls around the back streets of Dorchester, and then turned toward Poole. 
Apparently we were late due to the 
bad roads and the slow driving due 
to the ice.

As we trudged back through 
Puddletown, Bill pointed northward 
and said the village of 
Piddlethrentide was there and 
normally we had a few more calls in 
that direction, but the road was 
blocked with drifts twenty feet deep. 
That was hard to imagine, but as 
they eventually dug through over 
the next two weeks, I was able to 



see for myself that they weren’t joking.

I liked Bill Cox. He was very kind and a good man to work for. He taught me how to be Mr. 
Miller. I think the best thing about him was his dry sense of humor. Occasionally, when he was 
reeling off the list of products to remind customers what to order, he’d get to the last one and 
add a few new ones.

It went something like this.
“Pork Sausage?
Pork Pies?
Beef Sausage?
Ham?
Razor Blades?
Shoe Laces?”

Occasionally, he’d catch out the customer who’d look startled and say “No” to these odd 
products, and Bill and I would smile wryly, until the customer twigged!

And so ended my first day as a salesman’s apprentice.  Freezing cold, and a bit damp, I got on 
my bike and rode home to my digs and a hot meal and warm bed! But this time I took a short cut 
and rode across the ice in the bay. It was a foot thick, and the path well trodden!



Harry Eaton
Harry Eaton was one of those characters that was almost a legend. He had an attitude towards 
life that was somewhat bizarre, yet intriguing. Everyone knew Harry if they worked at Millers in 
sales, and of course everyone who owned a food related business in the New Forest knew 
Harry, and feared him. He ruled like some medieval lord.

I guess Harry was most famous for his timing. Being timed by Harry went something like this. 
Harry would walk into the shop and stand at the counter, ready to take the order from the 
customer. His order book was open and pen poised to scribble down each item as it was called 
out. Harry looked at his watch, then waited pen poised! His van boy, hovered like small dog 
waiting to pounce on a bone, because as soon as Harry was half way down the page, the van 
boy ran into the van and started assembling the order. No time to lose on a Millers van!

The time ticked by as the shop keeper served Mrs Jones, or stood yacking to someone.

The order book was a long thin book with a hard cover, and when raised into the air slightly, it 
could be slammed shut in a flash, with one hand. The noise was like a clap of thunder and it 
woke everyone up.

Harry would look at his watch, and then announce, “Your time is up, my book is closed!”

With that, he would slam the book shut, turn and walk out, van-boy close behind, jump into the 
van and drive off. Customers were seen running down the street behind the van shouting, “But 
Harry please stop! I need pies!”  

Their bleating was ignored and they’d missed their chance until Harry’s next visit.

It was amazing what a sobering effect this had on customers, and the news soon spread among 
the community.

Shop owners had their order written out, a box was placed to one side for the van boy to put the 
order in, and, everyone jumped to attention when The Millers Man entered the store!

The news also spread through the Millers Sales Community too. Many envied, but few were 
brave enough to follow, as this sort of contact would lead to having to visit Mr. Chasmar’s office. 
Chaz was the sales manager and was feared by all,  but especially by van-boys.

Harry was an ex-navy guy, and he seemed to like thing to run like clock-work. The worst thing 
any one could do was hang him around waiting. The second thing he hated was being messed 
around with fresh meat orders. We sold things like tenderloins, loins of pork, shoulders of pork, 
and plucks (pigs internal parts all joined together). If you ordered it, you got it whether you’d 
changed your mind or not. All these items were messy to deal with, especially the plucks which 
oozed blood into the metal trays. Transporting them into a store was hazardous work, and you 
could easily get slopped with a quart of cold blood.

Somehow, no one had ever taught Harry how to drive. He must have got his license in the days 
when you didn’t need to take a test, because he would surely have failed. He drove the van 



around town in second or third gear, revving the guts out of it. Maybe is was a way of getting at 
the establishment by using more fuel? Who will ever know?

Len Hiscock was Harry’s van boy for the longest time and he recalled the time when they were 
leaving Lymington and driving along a main road at about 50mph. Harry was happily munching 
on a pork pie when a large part of it fell off and it went down his shirt.

He looked down and started fumbling to find this morsel and suddenly the left front and rear 
wheels were in the ditch. As he refocused on the more immediate problem of returning to the 
road, he couldn’t get the van to drive out of the ditch.

A few seconds later, a concrete culvert appeared in the ditch, and the van hit it head on. Len 
told me he saw it coming and braced his feet on the front wind ledge.

The van stopped, but it was too late! The culvert impact sliced the front axle from the van, 
wheels and all. I can see it now, oh dear, if only we had cell phones with camera back then!

This was going to mean big trouble and certainly another visit to Mr. Chasmar’s office, but 
ingeniously Harry came up with a plan.

“We had a puncture!” Of course, there was an element of truth in it, because both tyres were 
ripped and flat!

Len was sworn to secrecy! The plan must have worked because Harry wasn’t fired.

All Miller's vans used a modern approach to keeping stock of product. Handling a lot of cash 
everyday needed careful scrutiny to ensure invoices were added up correctly. Mistakes could be 
made and product could be lost. Customers could say things like, “You forgot my ham last week! 
I want a replacement!” and unless there was a stock control, the salesman could easily be 
swindled. There was always a criminal element in the van sales world, and without strict control, 
many more would have been tempted into a life of crime. In later years I came across several 
companies who had no idea how to control this thievery and hundreds of pounds a week were 
pilfered from the warehouse and sold on the sly by unscrupulous van salesmen who shared the 
spoils. McVities Cakes was the worst! 

The system used was quite simple. All the invoices had several holes punched along the top. 
These were placed on a board with pegs and overlapped so the left hand column with the 
amount of each product sold was exposed.  All the quantities were added up. This was 
deducted from the total loaded on the van, and the result was what was left at the end of the 
day. Any ‘overs’ or ‘unders’ were marked on the master sheet.

The object was to have no mistakes, but with over 100 sales a day, mistakes were inevitable. It 
was rare to see a master sheet with no red ink on it.

On this particular day, Harry went to the salesman’s room to do his paperwork, and pick up the 
previous days documents. He unrolled the master sheet and scanned it over quickly.  It was 
BLANK!     



No! What was this here, by the side of The Sausage Roll’ column?  One measly, pitiful, 
insignificant sausage roll short!

Harry was upset!  A near perfect score except for a seven penny sausage roll. This must be 
treated with the contempt it deserved, and it was.
In the slot left explicitly for explanations,Harry scribbled against the red ink ‘EATEN - AND 
ENJOYED!’

The following day, when Harry returned to the factory at the end of his round, he had a message 
inviting him to Mr. Chasmar’s office.

The Pricerite Incident

A new Pricerite store had just been opened and Ken Taylor, the Millers Area Supervisor, had 
instructed Harry to not put any DLO (DLO meaning day old) stock into the store. This was to 
appease the manager who was of course, looking after his companies best interests. 

Unfortunately, Harry was a stickler for proprietary and felt that everyone should get their fair 
share of DLO. Why should the customers who have been loyal to Millers have to bear the brunt 
of a new business hell bent on destroying them all? Rules are rules and Millers rules were that 
DLO got sold first.

On the first day of opening, Harry calls and Pricerite gives him his first order and they are 
apportioned their fair share of DLO.
The next day, Ken The Supervisor visits Pricerite and discovers DLO on the shelves. He visits 
Harry on his round and repeats the request not to put DLO in the store.
The next day, Ken is dismayed to discover twice as much DLO on the shelves. Another visit to 
Harry to explain the directive more forcefully.
On the third day (Pricerite getting a daily call), poor Ken is horrified to find that everything in the 
store is DLO.

When Harry gets back to the factory, he’s asked to go to Mr.  Charmar’s office. No one knows 
exactly what was said, but we could all imagine many heated words as both parties had very 
short fuses. It must have been a juicy conversation because the end result was that Chaz 
demoted Harry to being a relief van-salesman. To which Harry replied, “Well, I’ll give you two 
weeks notice then!”  He left Millers forever two weeks later.

You’d think that would have been the last interesting event in Harry’s career at Millers, but no. 
He did a relief day on John Crout’s Salisbury round with my pal Pete Small. 
Pete recalls that interesting day and had this tale to tell.

The event happened in an International Stores 
(ITS). The manager was a smaller gentleman, 
dark hair, greased down and combed straight 
back. Collar and tie on a white shirt. Black apron 
and very smart. I’m sure ITS had a clone factory 
for these managers as they all looked very similar 
and were experts with those electric bacon slicing 
machines.



Harry was taking down the order when a lady entered the store and asked for a Millers Major 
Steak and Kidney Pie. Pete, the van-boy always eager to help, turned and moved towards the 
van, but before he got anywhere Harry collared him and said, “We come into the store once and 
we leave once!”   Pete was stopped in his tracks.

Of course, this started the manager off on a tirade, but Harry, not flustered at all, turned to the 
lady and said, “Madam, if you would like to wait outside by the van, I will sell you a Millers Major 
Steak and Kidney Pie at the wholesale price of 2/9d instead of 3/6d - a saving of 9d!”

She was delighted, and the ITS Manager was speechless!

Harry Eaton!! What a gem!



The Dog
Every year, the businessmen of Weymouth  
looked forward to the influx of visitors from 
Swindon. The ‘Swindon Week’ was changed 
many years ago to ‘The Swindon Fortnight’ 
as workers in the Great Western Railway 
works in Swindon  earned a two week 
holiday.  So, there was a rush and bustle 
about the town a few days before as 
preparations were made for the six trains 
each carrying eight hundred and fifty 
Swindonians to this working man’s holiday 
paradise. I don’t think there was a soul left in 
Swindon.

The van named ‘Round Three’ of Millers Meat 
Foods Poole, set off early on the Monday after the Big Weekend to service all our customers 
who were usually waiting for us, having sold out of all our pies, sausages and other porky treats 
we sold. 

The van creaked and had to be driven carefully, overloading was the norm during the ‘season’. 
Even the sliding door wells on the van were packed with boxes. We often had an extra van boy 
because were were so busy, and he had to sit on boxes between Mr. Horlock (The Salesman) 
and myself (The Van-boy).

Our first stop was Jeffreys The Butchers in Wool. Mr Jeffreys and his two sons ran small 
delivery vans all around the Piddles and Puddles, (named for the local villages like Affpuddle 
and Piddlethrentide) and surrounding countryside.They had a roaring trade and so we were able 
to unload a number of boxes and trays, to make working space for the rest of the day. 

Onward we trudged to The Winfrith Nuclear Plant where we sold a few pies and bulk sausages 
to the canteen there. This was our first ‘cuppa’ stop, and if Gordon was so inclined, and was 
chatting with the manager, a rather plump lady who tended to look at us lads with distain, we 
would spend a few minutes playing their ‘one-armed bandit’. However, it gobbled up sixpences 
by the dozen and could soon bankrupt a van-boy, even though his pay was good.

Very often, the weather early in the morning was dull, misty and even foggy as sea mists 
blowing off The English Channel were very frequent. It always amazed me that all lorry drivers 
would only use their side lights and you never saw them coming towards you until it was too 
late, a dangerous practice on the back roads of 
Dorset.

As we approached Preston Hill the mists were very 
severe, but suddenly, as The Ship Inn appeared on 
our left, so did the most magnificent view of 
Weymouth Bay. Looking upward, there was always 
a huge hole in the clouds, allowing the sun to beam 
it’s summer rays onto this most beautiful and old 
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nautical town, it’s naval heritage obvious by the presence of several Royal Navy vessels at 
anchor in the bay. Every time I saw this view it made me feel glad to be alive!

Rumour had it that the hole in the clouds was made by the island of Portland parting them as 
they swept in from America. Whatever made the hole, it did Weymouth a favour, because all the 
other resorts along that coast could never boast as many sunny days.

Weymouth always had something special for me. I’d been there several times as a kid, with my 
parents, grand parents and my sister.  On the beach, sand castles abounded, in varying 
degrees of expertise, from an ‘upturned one bucket’  affair, to the wonderful creations of The 
Sand Castle Man opposite The Criterion Restaurant. 

There was always so much going on along The Front. 
Pretty girls in bikinis or fully clad in mini-skirts. Toffee 
apples, pies, ice-cream, bucket, spades, floating ducks for 
those unable to swim. Deck chairs for rent, paddle boats, 
the Punch and Judy show, and lets not forget the inevitable 
donkey rides along the water’s edge. 

The traffic was horrendous this time of 
year, and although we’d arrived fairly 
early in the day, about 9.30, The 
Esplanade and St Mary Street was 
blocked and traffic was moving at a 
snail’s pace. To save time, the van-boys 
(that me and David ) were sent on ahead 
to collect the orders from all the 
customers in St Mary’s street and St 

Thomas St. while Gordon inched the van towards the centre of town.

This was an opportunity to take it easy and enjoy the view as we walked all down The 
Esplanade, soaking in the wonderful views and smells of food cooking, candy-floss and the sea 
air. Happy days!

My first call was The Criterion Restaurant. After bidding the 
sales ladies good morning, we got down to business of 
placing the order. The Criterion order usually consisted of 
several dozen pork pies, cocktail (a small pork pie), steak & 
Kidney pies, sausage rolls, Major steak and kidney pies 
and twenty or more pounds of pork catering sausages. But 
this morning, the manageress asked me to get Gordon 
(Horlock) to come in as she wanted to ask him something 
private. In usual sales mode we went down the list of 
products, entering the quantities required onto the invoice.
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I asked, “Pork pies”  and the reply was “No”.  
“Cocktails?”,  “4 Doz!”
“Steak Pies?”  12 Doz!”
And so on.

I didn’t give any attention at all to the lack of sales on pork pies, after all, the order was pretty 
big for the steak and kidney pies. I was to discover the problem about five minutes after Gordon 
went in to the restaurant.

The weather played an important role in the consumption of these pies.  and if it was colder, 
steak and kidney pies were the winners, at the expense of the pork pies. It was always a battle 
trying to figure out what to order as The BBC Weather Forecast was little better than a toss of a 
coin. Worse, we had to place the order two or three days in advance, and English weather being 
what it was.

I made up the Criterion’s order and started to haul it in from the van, parked right outside the St. 
Mary Street door. After several trips, and the goods were safely inside, Gordon took me to one 
side and asked me to carry three large boxes into the van. “Put the contents in the back and 
don’t mix them up with anything else!

In a flash, they were inside the van, and being curious, I opened them up to peer inside.  Pork 
pies!  Twelve dozen Pork Pies! Pork pies in their original twelve pack blue Millers Boxes! Pork 
pies with an expiry date code about to expire! I asked myself, “We’re bringing pies back into the 
van?”   Well, that was a first. Millers didn’t do returns, swaps, exchanges etc. Once they were in 
the shop, they were YOURS!   So what was going on here?

Rationing out our stock would take place soon after 
we had finished St Thomas Street.  A tiny store 
called Coombs Dairy was situated  in Westham 
Street.  Horror of horrors, it now sells Middle 
Eastern garbage called Kebabs. What is the world 
coming to? Poor Gordon Horlock would turn in his 
grave!

After piling into this tiny store some eight boxes of 
Steak and Kidney pies (three and a half dozen to a 
box), four boxes of sausage rolls and a mess of 
large hams, we finally had some room to move in the van, to take stock and time to talk!

We worked out what we had left and then decided we were short of steak pies and had to ration 
them. This was so typical after a cooler weekend.

“So what’s with the Pork Pies in the Criterion? What do you want me to do with them, Gordon?” 
I asked.

“We’ve got to get rid of them, dump them!” 

I looked puzzled and asked, “Why”
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 The Criterion manageress had ordered too many and they had been around a few days, still ok, 
but maybe out of code tomorrow. If her boss, the owner, had seen them, he’d have had a fit and 
probably fired her. It would have been an unjust thing to do, as the BEEB’s lousy weather 
forecasting, suggesting the weekend would be sunny, was the culprit.  We were to simply get 
them out of the place to save her skin!

“We’ll find a rubbish bin and put them in there.” Says Mr. Horlock.

Hah!  That was easier said than done, and who would want twelve dozen pork pies rotting in 
their bin for a week? The problem was getting more difficult.

We pulled into Lincoln Rd and parked the van outside 
Hardwick’s Store, another really good customer who 
bought loads of Millers products. What loyalty we had!

Gordon’s relative lived just up the road, so he sauntered 
off to get a cup of tea and have a natter, and I was left to 
sort Mrs. Hardwick’s order out.

As I was finishing up, and then tidying up the van, 
something caught my eye in the doorway of the van. 

A dog!

A small black and white terrier was staring longingly into this 
dog’s Aladdin’s Cave of goodies! He saw me looking and wagged his tail!  A friendly fellow no 
less! I looked into his eyes and he gave me that special dog’s look when they haven't eaten for 
forty-five minutes.

And then I had an idea!  The poor thing looked a bit skinny, and I had a van full of DLO (Miller’s 
secret code for OLD) pies. Normally, it would have been a case of shooing the little bugger off, 
before he swiped a pound of our best sausages.  We were always getting little dog visitors 
nosing into our van. But I had a mission. The pile of DLO goodies at the back of the van. I 
removed one pie from its cellophane wrapper and offered it to Rover. 

Mrs. Hardwick was watching through the shop window, and I saw her smiling at my good deed. 
Rover, snarfed his way through the individual pie in two gulps, then furiously licked up all the 
crumbs from the pavement. Boy!  This dog was hungry!

I found Rover another and he demolished it with even more speed, then looked at me with those 
eyes again. He was the epitome of a little beggar!

Another pie unwrapped, and demolished, and another.

Mr Horlock was taking his time, what did he find to yack about for so long?  We had to get on. It 
was one-thirty and we have the whole of Wyke Regis to do before rising up the incredible rock 
of Portland for ten calls, then the mad rush to Bridport via the Swannery at Burton Bradstock. It 
would probably be foggy across that coastal road too.
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It’s all bricked up now. What a shame!



I looked up the street for a sign of him, but no Horlock forthcoming - yet, so I returned to Rover. 
Still hungry, and wagging his tail furiously, I fed him another three, or was it four, pies. 

Mrs. Hardwick peered out again and gave me a rather strange look, as if I was doing something 
wrong. Not understanding those strange looks women sometimes give you, I pressed on. We 
were almost a third of the way into the second box of pies. Rover was slowing up a bit, but still 
doing well.

I ate one pie myself, partially because I was starving, and because I was responsible for quality 
control. The pie was in great shape. Crisp, crusty pastry, with a fresh pink meat inside, peppered 
as only Millers could do, and topped with a lavish layer of salty pork gelatin.  (Damn! I could eat 
one now!)

Another pie for my doggy friend!  But wait, what’s this? Not so keen?  He didn’t pounce on it this 
time. I did notice his belly was taking on the shape of a large marrow. 

“Come on!” I waved it in front of him with more encouraging words!  “You can do it!”  And he did!

I managed a couple more, but the last one was a real struggle.  He gagged a little on the last 
part of the pie and left rather a lot of crumbs on the floor, which he flatly refused to lick up. That 
was not like him, my pal was faltering.

Just then Gordon walked around the van and the dog took one look at him and waddled away 
slowly. He was having a little trouble walking and his belly had taken on the shape of a pumpkin, 
rather than the more attractive marrow shape that it acquired earlier in the proceedings.

Mrs. Hardwick was give me a very stern look now, but thankfully Gordon got in the driving seat, 
revved the guts out of the engine, pouring diesel smoke straight into the store, making Mrs. 
Hardwick rush to shut the door.

“Good idea!! Feeding the dog, that got rid of two or three, I’ll bet!” said Gordon, lighting up a 
cigarette. 

“He had a few more than that!” I said proudly.

“Twenty one to be exact, although he left a lot of crumbs on the pavement!”

Horlock turned pale!  I was doubled up, holding my stomach, as it hurt so much from laughing!

We took the coast road to Bridport, and thankfully it was pretty misty, so I spent the entire 20 
minutes lobbing pork pies out of the van, over the hedges. What fun as we sped past a traffic 
sign and were able to whack a pie at fifty miles an hour. That was the beauty of a good sea mist 
on that road, no-one could see a thing.

Before we arrived in Bridport, we’d accomplished the mission, fed a dog well, had my lunch, had 
some target practice and saved a ladies job.  A good days work!  All we had to do now was ten 
calls in Bridport and then our reward was an hour in The Bull In having a pint of their finest.  Life 
was good.
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Two days later we were at Hardwick’s store again, and thankfully, the store was quiet. Mrs. 
Hardwick had that stern face on again as she told us that the owner of the dog (my hero Rover) 
had told her that later that day, Rover had been violently ill. He’d had chronic gas, the runs, and 
horrible gurgling noises in his belly. Her back lawn was a disaster. 
The lady owner couldn’t understand how he’d come home so fat either.

He was a pretty smart dog though. He never came near our pie van again!
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The Great Theft

Millers Meat Foods Ltd sold their products all across the south coast. They owned the meat 
foods business because of fantastic products, excellent service and total coverage of almost 
any outlet that could peddle a pork pie!

Over twenty vans were doing business to the tune of some five hundred pounds a day, and 
seventy five percent of that was cash. To try to convert that into todays money would be difficult, 
but lets do it like this. My dad was a skilled engineer earning ten pounds a week. I was a van 
boy on Millers earning fourteen pounds a week and a Millers Van-salesman was earning twenty 
pounds a week. So five hundred pounds was a years pay for an engineer and six months pay 
for a Millers Van salesman. Millers paid well! So much for a skilled trade in todays world. I 
learned that lesson well from Millers.

As the salesman came in each evening, they would retire to the salesman’s office, tot up all the 
invoices for cash sales, then balance the cash takings with the tally. The money was then 
deposited into a canvas bag and taken downstairs and thrown into the open safe in the 
despatch office.

I always thought it was a little odd that no one signed for the bags, no one was guarding the 
office safe and no one was watching. I had often walked by that room, to see a pile of bulging 
bags lying in the safe, and wondered why the security was so lax.

A Friday was the busiest day of the week, so the cash takings were higher. If anyone was 
thinking about snaffling this little pile of heaven, Friday was the day!

Of course, the inevitable happened. Late one Friday, somebody noticed the safe was empty. All 
bags were gone!  

It wasn’t until the Saturday morning that the news broke to the general staff. (Yes, we all worked 
on a Saturday!)

Everyone was worried that Saturday morning! What happened? Who did it? I’ll bet it was Tom or 
Dick or Harry!  All the salesmen left the depot in their vans somewhat subdued. I hope they 
didn’t think it was me, was the thought on everyone’s mind as staff were called into an office 
where The Police were conducting interviews.

Someone,  an obvious insider, had got away with ten thousand pounds, or more, according to 
my reckoning. That was twenty years pay for my dad’s job, and ten years pay for a Millers 
salesman. Phew!

There were two or three vans that arrived back into the depot late on Fridays, and sometimes 
those men never deposited their money into the safe until Saturday morning, preferring to grab 
a pint or two on the way in the local pub with a little clique of Miller salesmen, and do their 
paperwork on a Saturday morning.  They were all bonded/insured and the money was safe with 
them overnight.

Disturbing, but exciting recent news makes me believe that these men heard about the robbery 
before they turned up for work on Saturday. The light bulb went on for them and they realized 
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that all the money had been stolen, yet there they were, with this money that they had to put in 
the safe on Saturday. But this money had already been stolen. It had been accounted for in the 
great scheme of things. Money with no ownership.   The prefect crime!

Five hundred pounds of real cash was a wonderful gift!   Six months Millers Van-salesman’s 
pay, tax free! 

But who did it? Who got the lion’s share?

Was it Tom, Dick or Harry? 

I’ve worked for many companies over the years, but not one made such an impression on so 
many people as Millers. Most everyone loved Millers, or at least had some fond memories of it. 
Fifty years went by before I joined a forum with memories of Poole and Dorset, where Millers 
had a growing following and numerous old employees sprang up. I’d met my pal Pete Small 
when I vacationed in Australia, and he gave me Danny Andrews address, and he gave me Peter 
Ive and on it went. Len Hiscock turned up. And we emailed, sent texts, and made phone calls 
and all these Miller Men fed me snippets.

It was HARRY!   Harry Joyce! Harry, the man in the mens toilets and locker room. He who would 
give me the wrong coats, he who would talk the hind leg off a donkey. He who was a little odd, 
some said ‘gay’; a new word not invented in his time.

Was he arrested? Who knows? What was his sentence? Who knows?  Has he been tarred and 
feathered? Who knows, but for now, unless you know differently, Harry got the blame!
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The Weymouth Round and Some
Our first call every day was at Jeffreys The Butchers in the little village of Wool. They bought a 
ton of stuff every day because they ran three country vans delivering to the small villages in the 
area. Next call was The Nuclear Power Station at Winfrith, and immediately after that was The 
Red Lion on the A352.

This was a cuppa stop and 
if the mood struck him, 
Gordon would cut a 1/2” 
thick slice off a ham in the 
van and throw it on the 
AGA grill plate in the 
kitchen, then he’d swipe 
four slices of bread and 
slap a piece of the finest 
Millers ham in between. It 
was  a feast, especially of 
a cold morning. 
Adjustments would be 
made so that the 
discrepancy in the ham 
weight was born by some unsuspecting customer later in the day.

Landlords of pubs were never early risers, so we’d let ourselves in, and put the kettle on. The 
landlady would enter the kitchen, looking sleepy with her dressing gown on. and pour herself a 
cuppa We were part of the family, a daily occurrence there.

On Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, we’d take the Littlemoor Road into Weymouth, entering 
the city from the north at Broadway. There were a dozen or more shops to service on the way in, 
and they were in turn servicing the resident population of Weymouth, so their trade wasn’t quite 
so effected by the summer visitors.

How amazing! 
Howells The Butchers is still in 
business on Dorchester Rd.

Here’s a Google picture . They were 
a big Millers customer. I wonder 
who’s pies they buy now?
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A little further into town is the lovely Royal 
Oak pub. They only bought a few pork pies.
I often stuck a couple of tanners in their one-
armed-bandit.

The pub front had a beautiful ceramic tile 
facade, and it just sings out Old Weymouth!  
It was the last call before we hit the crazy 
part of Weymouth, traffic jams galore, and 
people everywhere. It would take us some 
two hours to get out of the centre and back 
into suburbia.

About once a month, Gordon would get a day off, and the relief salesman would task his place. 
No such respite for van-boys. but as long as Dave Curtis was the relief man, I was happy, 
because it meant an early finish to the day, and a tremendous amount of buggering about.

The main objective was to see how quick we could get the van back to Poole and clock out! So 
the pair of us ran everywhere, drove like maniacs and generally acted stupid all day. On one 
occasion, I was in the back of the van and Dave lobbed a colony at me and it bounced off my 
ear. A little later, I lobbed a 3lb liver sausage at him in revenge. It bounced off him and hit a shelf 
rail, splitting in half.  We patched it back up and put it back in the box, but at the bottom, so 
when the van was unloaded, no one would notice. Some other van salesman got it the next day.

We had a lot of fresh meat in metal trays on the van one day, and a couple of them were pretty 
bloody. They were always stacked at the back of the van when empty.

We were doing  the calls along the Front, and I was in The Criterion Restaurant with the van 
parked outside.  As I came out, Dave Curtis rushed into the van, fired her up and in a cloud of 
smoke, tore down The Esplanade a hundred yards to the next call, The Fairhaven Hotel. I saw 
the brakes lights come on, and immediately knew things were not going to go well for David.
The wheels screeched and smoked a little, then the nose of the van dived down and the back 
lifted up into the air, then bounced a couple of times. What seemed like several seconds later, 
two metal trays shot out of the side doors, one each side of the van, and scuttled down the road, 
spilling blood everywhere.  At the same time, the remaining trays in the van were descending 
from flight, and there was a tremendous noise as they clattered to the floor.
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When I got to the van, Mr. Curtis was hunched over the steering wheel, with one upturned tray 
over his head. Thankfully he wasn’t hurt, but the back of the van looked like a bomb had hit it. 
People were looking at the two fools inside, laughing their heads off.

On Thursdays, we had a lighter day, and would stop for a bite to eat occasionally. The Fish & 
Chip on The Quay in Old Town was our favourite spot, and we’d park the van at water’s edge 
and enjoy the tranquility of the harbour.

There were many parts of the Old Town that a Millers Van simply could not get, as you can see 
from this photo.  I just loved the flags, buckets and spades and other seaside necessities!. Do 
you remember the saucy postcards? I’d often stop for a minute or two and browse through 
them, looking for a laugh or two.
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Portland is a wild and rugged place. The view from the top, looking back over Chesil Beach is 
spectacular on any day, but my favorite scene was when it was winter and a howling gale was 
blowing.The white foamy waves coming in from The Atlantic would crash against the pebble 
beach and  spill over the top, flooding the causeway. 

On very rare occasions we would be stopped by Her Majesties Prison Service Officials as we 
left the Island to see if we had any undesirables on board. Portland prison was a tough place to 
escape from, as the tides, currents and cold water made it very difficult.  Most escapees tried to 
leg it across Chesil Beach or hide in vehicles.

We’d always give the men a box of pork pies to stave off the cold, and make their evening a little 
more bearable. It was a lousy job especially on a dark, wet night.

Here’s a relic from days long gone. An entrance to the old stone quarry where prisoners would 
break rocks! Above the arch is inscribed VR 1892

I met several young ladies in Weymouth and dated them. It must have been the salt air or 
something, because I wasn’t so fortunate living in Poole. Maybe it was because Poole was just 
a sleeping place?

There was a small swinging sixties disco in The Old Town part of Weymouth, just behind The 
Esplanade. It was a club and to gain entry, one needed to be a member, but I was fortunate 
because I was pals with a lad from Baxters The Butchers in St Mary St. and I’d go with him.
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Gordon would let me off the van in Weymouth, and clock out for me when he got back to Poole, 
and I would meet up with my pal. He lived with his parents, so I always got a free dinner there 
and stayed the night, returning to Poole on the train on Sunday. We had a great time and I 
ended up with a steady girl friend who worked in Northovers, the high class grocers on the 
Bridge, next to The Crown Hotel. Northovers has those six arched windows and the facade was 
originally a dark green with gold lettering.

I can’t remember my pal’s name so I’ll call him Baxter for convenience’ sake. Baxter had a day 
off one Wednesday, and he asked Gordon if he could come with us on the van for the 
experience. Being a Miller’s Van-boy had a certain appeal to teenagers, not being stuck in a 
shop or factory, roaming the countryside, lots of money for pay etc. So he hopped on with us for 
the day. We were going to Wyke, then Portland, Burton Bradstock along the coast road and 
ending up in Bridport. The plan was that when we arrived in Dorchester, Baxter was going to 
hitch-hike home to Weymouth. But all good plans can fail to succeed, especially if you travelled 
the coast road as the weather was very unpredictable. 

Just as we got out of Abbotsbury  the weather turned sour, dark clouds and a howling gale 
descended on us. It started to snow like crazy. When the wind came out of the south west and 
was cold, this part of the world could get hammered, and today was no exception.

We pressed on to the Sub Post Office, Burton Bradstock, and by now there was 4-6” of snow on 
the ground.   The Postmaster was a small wizened elderly man, pleasant enough. A few months 
later, he was to make a statement to me which changed my life. 

But, I digress. As we arrived in Bridport, the snow was blowing sideways and piling up 
everywhere. Cars were getting stuck and the counties only snow plough was probably in Poole.

We did several calls and they took their normal orders, until we reached the end of the High St 
and the road was blocked off by the police.

“Can’t get through to Dorchester tonight!” the officer explained. 

“Lots of cars stuck in drifts, it’s going to take a while to clear the road.”
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What were we to do?

Gordon phoned the Millers Office and they authorized him to spend money on a hotel. We had 
plenty of cash, so that wasn’t a problem. Seeing as our last call was the Bull Inn we asked for 
two rooms there. We grabbed some food and had a pint or two and watched the storm through 
the window. It was really bad.

Unfortunately, hotels in those days were much like a Millers Van, cold, damp and drafty. We 
were all a little wet from plodding through the snow and tried to dry our cloths in front of the fire, 
as there was no heating at all in the bedrooms. I remember shivering most of the night, and 
putting on cold damp clothes in the morning. The hotelier was no help at all and offered no 
assistance in drying us out.

Next morning, we decided to go around all the customers in the town to get rid of all our 
product. I vaguely recall a small discount was offered, but customers were eager to stock up. 
They’d been cut off by snow before. We emptied the van completely and then headed for home. 
The police were able to let vans and lorries through, but not cars, so we trudged towards 
Dorchester and parted company with Baxter who hitched a lift back to Weymouth.
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The snow storm must have been one of those ‘last winter flings’ by Mother Nature, because 
when we travelled the same road only a couple of weeks later, the birds were singing, daffodils 
were out and the gossamer green of spring adorned most of the hedgerows and trees.

Arriving in Burton Bradstock about 5pm, we slowed up outside the Sub Post Office, where there 
were at least a dozen teenagers congregating. Pretty girls in mini-skirts and young lads in jeans 
and basket-ball daps were laughing and prancing around, just having fun! I was feeling rather 
tired at the time, and for a second or two, wished I could step off the van and join them. Envy 
had struck, and as usual, some of them were envious of me and my traveling job.

When I took the order into the store, the friendly post master looked at me closely and said, 
“You look tired. What are you doing out at this time of day with so much more work to do? You 
should be out having a good time like those kids out there!”. He pointed through the door.

I’m not sure what I said, if anything, but I was very quiet as we drove into Bridport. We pulled up 
at a grocery store and I hopped off the van at about going at 10 mph and ran into the store with 
order book in hand. Another gaggle of teenagers was hanging around the store, and watched 
this little exhibition with a certain awe. Some people just like to show off!

The postmaster’s comments were highlighted by me seeing these kids having fun on a warm 
spring afternoon.

We drover back in relative silence as I pondered my lot.   I’d been working seventy hours a 
week, and although the pay was good, I had nothing to show for it, being a fritterer of money.

The following week, I got a transfer to one of the smallest routes in Millers, The Swanage round, 
and I took a huge cut in pay. But I had more time and spent a summer able to mess around a bit 
more with my friends.

We finished early on Saturdays on the Millers Swanage round, and it was always fun to ride the 
Sandbanks Ferry to return to Poole, well before mid-day, which was a pleasant change from 
6pm on the Weymouth round! 

After Weymouth, the Swanage round was a dream in many ways. No large customer orders to 
break your back, early hours and some different scenery. But that didn’t last for long. Mr. Vickory 
sold products in 1/4 dozens, which I found irritating.  Many customers would order things like 3 
cocktail pork pies, and almost everyone on this small round got a daily call. There really was no 
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need, they could have easily coped with three calls a week. Gerry was a stickler for 
appearance, his shirts were starched, much like the man himself. His hair was slicked back with 
Brylcream, and his shoes looked like the wing of a newly painted car, they were so polished. He 
was clean shaven, but grew a beard in half a day, so had the typical bluebeard look to his face. 
Gerry marched everywhere and was the epitome of propriety. The van had to be immaculate, 
and we’d spend time three or four times a day, just rearranging stuff so it looked neat.
Bank notes had to have dog ears straightened, and orders placed in the box so all the sausages 
were round the same way. It really was painful. I had to get a real life!

I’d been on the route for a few months when I heard a van-boy was leaving from Dave Neil’s 
Southampton round, and I knew enough to realise that this might just be the best of both worlds 
for me. Early start, early finish, bigger round more to do, exciting city, and no more regimental 
marching!

So I spoke with Dave and then arranged the transfer. A big bonus was that Dave drove past my 
home every morning, so I’d get a lift in and out of work with the salesman I was working with.

Within a few weeks, I 
actually had spare time 
and hung around with 
Pete Small. One weekend 
we decided, on the spur 
of the moment, to go to 
Lulworth Cove and sleep 
out on the top of the cliffs 
as it was a warm and 
balmy.

Pete had a little Morris 
Minor van. The body work 
was pale blue, and he’d 
painted the wheels yellow. 
Don’t ask me why!  At 
least one always knew it 
was Peter’s van. It was an 
odd thing to drive 
because it went faster in third gear than in top.

We watched the sun set over Lulworth Cove, smoked a few of Pete’s awful roll-up cigarettes, 
and realized it had suddenly turned darned cold, so slept in the van. I think it was one of the 
coldest nights I’d ever had. I shivered all night.

Next morning, we drove into Weymouth and found a cafe down a back street, got some tea and 
breakfast, then drove back to Poole. What a waste of time.

Later that day, Pete came up with the not so bright idea of going over to a local gravel quarry to 
mess about. The quarry was a deep pit with clear blue water, and there just happened to be a 
couple of oil drums floating about. Pete decided that he’d try sailing on one, and so straddled 
the thing and like an idiot, I followed him on another.  A few milliseconds later, the drums had 
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rolled and we were in the water. As we scrambled to the water’s edge, we realized getting out of 
the lake was easier than getting in, as the banks were made of yellow clay which was extremely 
slippery. Once we were out, we squelched back to Pete’s place where we  decided to wash our 
clothes free of the yellow sludge we were covered in.

Pete rolled out him mum’s twin tub washing machine and we proceeded to fill up the tub with 
water and connected the hose to a tap. After about a quarter of an hour, we looked into the tub 
to find no water, yet the tap was running. It was most odd. Just at that moment, horror of 
horrors, Pete’s mum turned up and after the usual bollocking, directed mainly at Pete thankfully, 
she explained we’d been pumping water into the spin drier and not the wash tub.

I can’t remember exact how we got cleaned up, but Pete’s mum sorted us out.

The thought crossed my mind that if I’d still been on Horlock’s round, I be working most of the 
weekend, earning money and not getting into so much hot water.
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Southampton was exciting!   The 
main street was packed with 
people, swinging sixties girls in 
mini-skirts who worked in 
department stores and offices in 
the city. The hustle and bustle 
was amazing. You had to have 
been there.

We usually started work in Shirley 
High St. and made daily calls to most 
retailers there. It was a busy place, 

and parking the van was always a 
problem, which is why Dave 
preferred an early start to the day. 
We were delivering our fresh foods 
at 7.15 in the morning along this 
street.

Southampton is a beautiful 
maritime city, with many old 
buildings carefully restored and 
maintained, standing alongside the really new 60’s architecture. You can see the contrast in 
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Above Bar St. where the Norman Bar 
Gate sits alongside modernity, gently 
reminding us of our ancestry.
Many of the pubs were splendid, inside 
and out, like this “Tudor” building, The 
Bosuns Locker, a Pork and Steak & 
Kidney pie customer.

The Mediaeval 
Merchant's 
House, in 
French Street, 
was built in 
1290 as the 
home and 
business of 
wine merchant 
John 
Fortin.

In the 1960’s Great Britain was beginning to invite immigrants from 
Jamaica  to work here. There were plenty of laboring type jobs 
that most British folks weren’t too interested in filling., such as bus 

drivers and factory workers.  For a Jamaican, the wages were phenomenal and so they came 
by the thousands. 

SS Ascania with Jamaican immigrants disembarking in Southampton. They were quite a rarity 
for the average Englishman,, and no one took much notice.  I can’t ever remember talking to or 
even seeing a Jamaican in Southampton.
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The city was busy, exciting and very different. For me it was quite the shock after the relative 
tranquility of Weymouth and Swanage.  Our early starts meant we always got the worst of the 
weather. Fog, and black ice were fairly common, but I had been taught to drive by Gordon 
Horlock, who was an ex RAF Driving Instructor.

The first rule in bad weather was to drive slowly and do everything in slow motion. Never hit the 
brakes on ice, just use the gearbox, and so on. Millers vans were usually over-loaded, and  
although I’d never experienced such a thing, they could tip over, being ‘top-heavy’.

Mr. Niel had obviously never heard of these driving methods, and on this morning, he drove at 
his usual pace - flat out!  I had my feet up on the window ledge and was gritting my teeth as we 
sped along. I could see plenty of ice on the road and the odd car was taking a slither now and 
again. Dave seemed oblivious to all this and kept going.

We crested a hill, then sped down this long straight road.  At the bottom of the hill, several cars 
were stopped and were blocking the road.  Dave slammed the brakes on, and that started the 
whole event going. We slid sideways  to the left, then to the right. I thought he had it under 
control for a second, but the van slid sideways again. He straightened it up, but it was too late, 
We were going to tip, I could just feel it, At 55 miles an hour with a fully laden van sliding 
downhill, on two wheels, the inevitable happened. 

We slid off the road and into a shallow ditch, which tipped the van on its side. Still doing about 
40 miles an hour, we ploughed through a wire fence and slid about 100 yards into the middle of 
this field.

There was a hell of a lot of noise in the back of the van, metal trays clanking against the steel 
shelving rails, boxes of pies raining down their contents, and one van-boy in mid air about to 
land somewhere.

Thankfully, Dave had fallen out of his seat, and was led on the drivers door. He was knocked out 
cold. But he made a wonderful cushion for me and I landed heavily on top him, brushed myself 
off, and tried to wake Dave up. He responded to my prods with a  few grunts, so I guessed he 
was ok.

The van’s contents however, oh! Dear! This was a disaster. It was my job to keep the van tidy, 
but where to start? I had no idea.

I heard banging above me and looked up through the passenger door window. There were 
concerned faces. They slid the door open. Dave was slowly coming round, and able to talk, but 
he was obviously concussed. We managed to get him to stand up and pulled him out of the van 
and sat him in the snowy field.

Another Millers van crew saw us in the field and ran over to help, and shortly after, the Millers 
supervisor turned up. They’d telephoned back and another van was already despatched. Millers 
didn’t want to lose sales. I was OK and told them so, but immediately regretted it because they 
put me back to work immediately. I should have played that one out for a couple of weeks. Dave 
had a few days off work, with pay. Me?  Just regretted I wasn’t smart enough to say I had all 
these pains!  
  Regrets! We all have ‘em! 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It's MILLERIFFIC!
Being on the Millers Weymouth round was a wonderful place to be as a swinging 60's teenager. 
Not that I was exactly a swinger, but I had the Hank Marvin glasses, winkle picker shoes and 
drainpipe trousers. Good grief! Did I really walk the planet looking like that?

My Millers coat was a cotton overcoat or overall in a light grey colour, with a maroon collar and 
cuffs.  Harry Joyce was in charge of the laundry for the male staffroom and lockers. He ensured 
we had two fresh overcoats a week, and unfortunately, he got mixed up occasionally and I’d end 
up with a coat that looked more like a monks robe as it dragged on the floor. We looked 
ridiculous and definitely not in the swinging sixties mode. So I took mine home to my mum and 
she shortened all my coats for me.

I was delighted with my new short coat look, it was so modern.  All that was needed now was a 
leather wallet with a long chain that fixed onto your belt. We carried wads of bank notes every 
day and stuffing it into a breast pocket looked very unprofessional.

Yes, I thought I looked like the cat’s whiskers 
now!

That is until I walked into the corner store on 
Abbotsbury and Melbury in Weymouth. Two 
girls about my age worked in there, and they 
were prone to giggling when I went in. It was 
very annoying. I never could figure out why 
they giggled so much when giving me the 
order. 

This particular morning they were really 
excited to see me, and rushed over nattering 
like a couple of magpies!  Something was up!  
I was on my guard!

“Milleriffic! We saw you on the tele last night!” 
they chirped in harmony. They were hovering around as if I was a Beetle or Mick Jagger.

Milleriffic? Me? On the tele? I was baffled, and it must have showed by the puzzled look on my 
face.  

“Yes. Millerific! ” It seemed I’d been given a new name, and I was NOT impressed. “We saw the 
TV adverts for Millers. It was you!”

I shook my head in disbelief  and told them I’d done no such thing, and not to be so silly. They 
looked very disappointed. 

On returning to the van, I told Gordon about my encounter with these horrible girls, (on hindsight 
they were very pretty, and they wore mini-skirts) and he chuckled, then proceeded to tell me that 
Millers had started an advertising campaign on the local TV channel.  Apparently, there was a 



young nerdy looking teenager on the ad who wore Hank Marvin glasses and had a haircut 
similar to mine. He went through the 15 second ad shouting ‘They’re Millerific, they’re Millerific!”

I was horrified!  Horrified!  How could they do this! I should have been consulted, or at least 
given three weeks off - with pay, until the whole sorry episode was over.

During the next few days, many customers mentioned they’d seen me on the TV in the advert, 
and called me Mr. Millerific. The younger female shop assistants thought it was wonderful that 
they knew a film star. My life had turned into a nightmare!

Now, hindsight being a wonderful thing, I should have handed out autographs and arranged 
dates with some of these young ladies, but, being the nerd I was, the thought never entered my 
head, until a few minutes ago.

Eventually, I arrived home a little earlier one day and switched on the tv, and the Milleriffic advert 
happened to be showing. I got to see it once, but that was enough. The resemblance was 
uncanny. How was I ever going to live this down?  Of course, the next day, it all started up 
again, “We saw you on the telly again last night!” they all chirped!  

I guess I eventually became very irritable about being called Mr. Milleriffic and thankfully Millers 
must have expended their tv budget because the adverts, and the harassment soon stopped.

My five minutes of fame was over!  Thank goodness!



Harry Eaton
Harry Eaton was one of those characters that was almost a legend. He had an attitude towards 
life that was somewhat bizarre, yet intriguing. Everyone knew Harry if they worked at Millers in 
sales, and of course everyone who owned a food related business in the New Forest knew 
Harry, and feared him. He ruled like some medieval lord.

I guess Harry was most famous for his timing. Being timed by Harry went something like this. 
Harry would walk into the shop and stand at the counter, ready to take the order from the 
customer. His order book was open and pen poised to scribble down each item as it was called 
out. Harry looked at his watch, then waited pen poised! His van boy, hovered like small dog 
waiting to pounce on a bone, because as soon as Harry was half way down the page, the van 
boy ran into the van and started assembling the order. No time to lose on a Millers van!

The time ticked by as the shop keeper served Mrs Jones, or stood yacking to someone.

The order book was a long thin book with a hard cover, and when raised into the air slightly, it 
could be slammed shut in a flash, with one hand. The noise was like a clap of thunder and it 
woke everyone up.

Harry would look at his watch, and then announce, “Your time is up, my book is closed!”

With that, he would slam the book shut, turn and walk out, van-boy close behind, jump into the 
van and drive off. Customers were seen running down the street behind the van shouting, “But 
Harry please stop! I need pies!”  

Their bleating was ignored and they’d missed their chance until Harry’s next visit.

It was amazing what a sobering effect this had on customers, and the news soon spread among 
the community.

Shop owners had their order written out, a box was placed to one side for the van boy to put the 
order in, and, everyone jumped to attention when The Millers Man entered the store!

The news also spread through the Millers Sales Community too. Many envied, but few were 
brave enough to follow, as this sort of contact would lead to having to visit Mr. Chasmar’s office. 
Chaz was the sales manager and was feared by all,  but especially by van-boys.

Harry was an ex-navy guy, and he seemed to like thing to run like clock-work. The worst thing 
any one could do was hang him around waiting. The second thing he hated was being messed 
around with fresh meat orders. We sold things like tenderloins, loins of pork, shoulders of pork, 
and plucks (pigs internal parts all joined together). If you ordered it, you got it whether you’d 
changed your mind or not. All these items were messy to deal with, especially the plucks which 
oozed blood into the metal trays. Transporting them into a store was hazardous work, and you 
could easily get slopped with a quart of cold blood.

Somehow, no one had ever taught Harry how to drive. He must have got his license in the days 
when you didn’t need to take a test, because he would surely have failed. He drove the van 



around town in second or third gear, revving the guts out of it. Maybe is was a way of getting at 
the establishment by using more fuel? Who will ever know?

Len Hiscock was Harry’s van boy for the longest time and he recalled the time when they were 
leaving Lymington and driving along a main road at about 50mph. Harry was happily munching 
on a pork pie when a large part of it fell off and it went down his shirt.

He looked down and started fumbling to find this morsel and suddenly the left front and rear 
wheels were in the ditch. As he refocused on the more immediate problem of returning to the 
road, he couldn’t get the van to drive out of the ditch.

A few seconds later, a concrete culvert appeared in the ditch, and the van hit it head on. Len 
told me he saw it coming and braced his feet on the front window ledge.

The van stopped, but it was too late! The culvert impact sliced the front axle from the van, 
wheels and all. I can see it now, oh dear, if only we had cell phones with camera back then!

This was going to mean big trouble and certainly another visit to Mr. Chasmar’s office, but 
ingeniously Harry came up with a plan.

“We had a puncture!” Of course, there was an element of truth in it, because both tyres were 
ripped and flat!

Len was sworn to secrecy! The plan must have worked because Harry wasn’t fired.

All Miller's vans used a modern approach to keeping stock of product. Handling a lot of cash 
everyday needed careful scrutiny to ensure invoices were added up correctly. Mistakes could be 
made and product could be lost. Customers could say things like, “You forgot my ham last week! 
I want a replacement!” and unless there was a stock control, the salesman could easily be 
swindled. There was always a criminal element in the van sales world, and without strict control, 
many more would have been tempted into a life of crime. In later years I came across several 
companies who had no idea how to control this thievery and hundreds of pounds a week were 
pilfered from the warehouse and sold on the sly by unscrupulous van salesmen who shared the 
spoils with a warehouse worker. McVities Cakes was the worst! 

The system used was quite simple. All the invoices had several holes punched along the top. 
These were placed on a board with pegs and overlapped so the left hand column with the 
amount of each product sold was exposed.  All the quantities were added up. This was 
deducted from the total loaded on the van, and the result was what was left at the end of the 
day. Any overs or unders were marked on the master sheet.

The object was to have no mistakes, but with over 100 sales a day, mistakes were inevitable. It 
was rare to see a master sheet with no red ink on it.

On this particular day, Harry went to the salesman’s room to do his paperwork, and pick up the 
previous days documents. He unrolled the master sheet and scanned it over quickly.  It was 
BLANK!     



No! What was this here, by the side of The Sausage Roll’ column?  One measly, pitiful, 
insignificant sausage roll short!

Harry  was upset!  A near perfect score except for a seven penny sausage roll. This must be 
treated with the contempt it deserved, and it was.
In the slot left explicitly for explanations,Harry scribbled against the red ink ‘EATEN - AND 
ENJOYED!’

The following day, when Harry returned to the factory at the end of his round, he had a message 
inviting him to Mr. Chasmar’s office.

The Pricerite Incident

A new Pricerite store had just been opened and Ken Taylor, the Millers Area Supervisor, had 
instructed Harry to not put any DLO (DLO meaning day old) stock into the store. This was to 
appease the manager who was of course, looking after his companies best interests. 

Unfortunately, Harry was a stickler for proprietary and felt that everyone should get their fair 
share of DLO. Why should the customers who have been loyal to Millers have to bear the brunt 
of a new business hell bent on destroying them all? Rules are rules and Millers rules were that 
DLO got sold first.

On the first day of opening, Harry calls and Pricerite gives him his first order and they are 
apportioned their fair share of DLO.
The next day, Ken The Supervisor visits Pricerite and discovers DLO on the shelves. He visits 
Harry on his round and repeats the request not to put DLO in the store.
The next day, Ken is dismayed to discover twice as much DLO on the shelves. Another visit to 
Harry to explain the directive more forcefully.
On the third day (Pricerite getting a daily call), poor Ken is horrified to find that everything in the 
store is DLO.

When Harry gets back to the factory, he’s asked to go to Mr.  Charmar’s office. No one knows 
exactly what was said, but we could all imagine many heated words as both parties had very 
short fuses. It must have been a juicy conversation because the end result was that Chaz 
demoted Harry to being a relief van-salesman. To which Harry replied, “Well, I’ll give you two 
weeks notice then!”  He left Millers forever two weeks later.

You’d think that would have been the last interesting event in Harry’s career at Millers, but no. 
He did a relief day on John Crout’s Salisbury round with my pal Pete Small. 
Pete recalls that interesting day and had this tale to tell.

The event happened in an International Stores 
(ITS). The manager was a smaller gentleman, 
dark hair, greased down and combed straight 
back. Collar and tie on a white shirt. Black apron 
and very smart. I’m sure ITS had clone factory for 
these managers as they all looked very similar and 
were experts with those electric bacon slicing 
machines.



Harry was taking down the order when a lady entered the store and asked for a Millers Major 
Steak and Kidney Pie. Pete, the van-boy always eager to help, turned and moved towards the 
van, but before he got anywhere Harry collared him and said, “We come into the store once and 
we leave once!”   Pete was stopped in his tracks.

Of course, this started the manager off on a tirade, but Harry, not flustered at all, turned to the 
lady and said, “Madam, if you would like to wait outside by the van, I will sell you a Millers Major 
Steak and Kidney Pie at the wholesale price of 2/9d instead of 3/6d - a saving of 9d!”

She was delighted, and the ITS Manager was speechless!

Harry Eaton!! What a gem!


